Mail Security
Best protection from spam, viruses and phishing for all mail servers.
As a company, you rely on secure and available
com-munication via e-mail at all times. In addition
to ever more spam and viruses, targeted attacks are
carried out via e-mail that threaten your company.
Mail Security lets your employees focus on their jobs.
Because threats such as viruses, trojans and phishing
are blocked before they reach your network.
What is Mail Security?
Mail Security from Swisscom is the complete solution
for security, validation and management of e-mails
and works with all mail servers. Multi-stage filter process and innovative technologies guarantee the best
detection rates and reliability. Mail Security can be set
up for existing mail servers quickly and easily. Common work steps for administrators are also resolved
intuitively for customers in the Admin portal. With
Mail Security, you secure your e-mails professionally
and prevent threats reaching your network through
e-mails.

Your benefits
>>Best detection thanks to multistage scanning
engines and filtering method
>>Always up-to-date with filter updates by the minute
>>Cost-effective, you only pay for what you actually
use (per user)
>>No hardware or software installation needed
>>Intuitive web portal, easy administration
>>Full control of all settings, with «Best Practice»
preconfiguration
>>Detailed reporting and logging
>>Prevents loss of data: your e-mails will be temporarily stored for up to 5 days in the event of a failure
in your infrastructure
>>Keeps threats away before they reach your network
Comprehensive protection for your mail server could
not be easier. Order your offer free of charge and
with no obligation.
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Facts & Figures
Mail Security – in detail

The information in this document does not constitute a binding offer. It is subject to revision at any time.

Basic services

Anti-virus and anti-spyware
The service detects and filters harmful e-mail attachments in realtime using the
signature.
Anti-spam and anti-phishing
Reliable detection of spam and phishing using a combination of various criteria and
scanning engines.
Heuristic detection
Spam and viruses which are not known by signatures are detected heuristically.
Useful defaults
You use the service with our defaults, as most customers, and can adjust them to your
liking at anytime.
Full control
You decide what happens to the spam e-mails and other threats detected (quarantine,
delete, redirect, etc.).
Intuitive portal
Common tasks, such as restoring e-mails or entering them in the whitelist or blacklist,
can be quickly and intuitively carried out.
Segregation of duty and data protection
You can create your own admin users as you like and manage their rights yourself. As
Admin, the content of your users’ e-mails cannot be read, viewed or copied.
E-mail delivery assurance
If the mail server fails, incoming e-mails are saved for up to 5 days.
Inflow/outflow traffic policies
Allows filtering, redirecting or classifying due to attachments or other criteria.
Geo-IP-filter
You define rules based on the region or the country from which the e-mails are sent.
Encryption enforcement
Enforcing the secure delivery of e-mail via TLS is possible.
E-mail analytics
Detailed forensic information and log data for all e-mail transactions.
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Optional services

Archiving your e-mails
For longterm archiving, there are some suitable options available to you according to
your requirements.

Enter the digital future with Swisscom
Visionary companies use the possibilities of digitisation to reinvent the future. With numerous innovations,
Swisscom is opening up new areas of business. We see it as our responsibility to help you maximise the benefits
of digitisation.
We will provide you with the best network infrastructure, secure data storage, reliable project management,
successful implementation and numerous innovative solutions.

Welcome to the country of possibilities.

You can find more information and our expert’s contact details at swisscom.ch/mailsecurity
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